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ever wanted to do was
play house and write
stories. So now that she’s
all grown-up, that’s what
she does. Her stories

L

adies and gentlemen, boys
and girls, children of all
ages: the circus is beginning!
Fierce Lion and speedy Zebra are
stepping into the ring to perform
their act—but wait! Things aren’t
going quite according to plan…

have been published in a variety of children’s
magazines including Highlights for Children.
She lives in Idaho, with her husband, three
children, and one silly dog.

Trumpets tooting,

cannon shooting.

started out studying

architecture but quickly
realized she wanted to
draw more than just
floor plans and returned
to school to study

illustration and animation at San Jose State
University. After graduation, she worked at
Industrial Light + Magic in the art department,
contributing to such films as National Treasure:

Music playing, horses neighing.

Zebra on the Go

L
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Flags are flapping,
children clapping.
Ready for the

show!

Zebra is on the go—with Lion
in hot pursuit!

Jill Nogales
Illustrated by

Book of Secrets, Miracle at St. Anna, Indiana
Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull,
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Jill Nogales’s rollicking text
keeps readers on their hooves—
er, toes—while Lorraine Rocha’s
vibrant illustrations bring the
whole circus to life.
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and Iron Man. Following her time at ILM,
Lorraine worked as a concept artist on the
game Bioshock 2 and taught classes at The Art
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Institute of Las Vegas. She lives in California.
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Trumpets tooting, cannon shooting.
Music playing, horses neighing.
Flags are flapping, children clapping.
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Ready for the show!
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Ponies prancing, bear cubs dancing.
Clowns are rushing, trainers brushing.
Cameras flashing, Zebra dashing.
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